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Details of Visit:

Author: tallandfriendly
Location 2: Kentish Town
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 17 Sep 2011 17:00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07899784399

The Premises:

Flat on main road above shop. Seemed to be shared and very thin walls. Not all that clean.
Cigarette ash on the floor in punt room. Got the impression other rooms were being used and a
kitchen area had another girl or girls waiting as well as an older woman who seemed to be running
the place.

The Lady:

Very pretty Indian-Hungarian face. Fairly slim with pert breasts and nice nipples. Not as glamorous
as her pics, no make up and looked a bit more harassed and less welcoming.

The Story:

this girl 'Denisa' was also formally known as "naseem" and a previous report accords with mine

I felt sorry for this girl. Her English was poor and she'd obviously not written the profile on the other
site where she appears as both 'eastern delicacy' and as 'exptic eastern babe'. Despite the
promises on the profile, there was no kissing let alone french, no CIM, and only very poor and
tentative OWO, no 'pussy rub', no reverse oral, and it was clear that the ?30 filming option is never
honoured either. Worse, there were interruptions, both phone calls, and also some shouting through
the wall to another girl, who i gathered might be waiting for the room. at one point this other girl
opened the door. as she was a cute young blonde i didn't mind, but i was not so happy that she
gave a clear view to a waiting punter through the doorway. Denisa was clearly in a hurry to try and
make me cum, and I kept asking her to slow down and take time. Eventually after no more than 40
minutes, I came on her breasts, and it was clear that "cum as many times as u like - you pay for the
time" was also bullshit.
If the service had been advertised as a vanilla service, at appropriate price I'd have been less upset,
as she was, in my view, very pretty, but the advert oversold her (not really her fault) and on so many
levels the punt was awful.
Have since seen several 'kentish town' similar ads, so will be wary of this outfit and avoid it in future.
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